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Attributes 

 ISO 11607 
Part 1 

 

EN868 
Part 2 

 

Safeguard Regular An ideal general usage sterilisation wrap 

  
Green/blue interleaved 
    Green only 
          Blue only 

 57 gsm 

 Alcohol repellent 

 Medium weight and strength 

 High burst strength 

Safeguard Extra An excellent barrier to aqueous borne bacteria 

  
Green/blue interleaved  67 gsm 

 Water and alcohol repellent 

 Good strength 

 Tear resistant 

Safeguard 50 Combines a strong blue outer wrap which has a high 
filtration medium with an alcohol repellent green inner 
non-woven 

 
 

 
 

Green/blue interleaved  57 gsm inner green wrap 

 50 gsm outer blue wrap 

 Toughness combined with economy 

 High burst strength 

Safeguard 100 A totally superior tray wrap.  It has physically strong blue 
and green wraps that provide a high filtration medium.  
Where consistent tearing is a problem, can help reduce 
expensive recycling 

 
 

 
 Green/blue interleaved  40 gsm inner green wrap 

 50 gsm outer blue wrap 

 Lint resistant 

 High filtration 

 Toughness combined with durability 

 Double protection with a single action, saving time but 
allowing secure, safe wrapping of trays 

  
Blue outer and green 
inner wraps, bonded 
together to create a 
really tough single wrap 
 

 80 gsm 

 Toughness combined with durability 

 Reduced time - increased efficiency  

Crepe paper Sterilisation wrapping 

  White, blue or green  60 gsm  

 Suitable for steam, ETO and Gamma sterilisation 

Plain paper Sterilisation wrapping 

  White, blue or green  60 gsm  

 Suitable for steam, ETO and Gamma sterilisation 

Tray Liner Highly absorbent, nonwoven pad 

  
White only  80 gsm  

 Absorption capacity 225% 

 Maintains strength & uniformity  

 Suitable for steam sterilisation 

Transport Wrap Protective wrap - not intended to form part of the  
sterilisation process 

N/A N/A Purple  60 gsm  

 Provides  extra protection during the transportation of 
wrapped trays 
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